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Global Macros, Markets, Stimulus &
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Impact
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Impact of COVID-19 on global macros & markets
Coronavirus Pandemic
Cases continue to escalate
globally --especially in
countries like US, Brazil,
Russia, India etc. We have
seen opening up of various
global economies.
Strong recovery seen in
crude prices. Gold prices
remain elevated due to
safe-haven buying.

A significant global economic
recession on the cards.
Although high frequency
indicators indicate some
recovery in economic activity.
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India COVID-19 cases continue to escalate (now
3rd highest in the world) causing some concerns.
However, fatality rates remain in control so far at
~3% (at national level), and recovery rate is ~60%.
We have seen calibrated opening up of Indian
economy, except in containment zones.

Sharp correction followed
by a swift partial recovery
in global markets, helped
by strong liquidity.

Major global central banks seeing
significant balance sheet expansion
due to massive monetary stimulus &
QE. Large fiscal slippage expected in
CY2020 globally.

COVID-19 impact on global growth: IMF further revises down global GDP growth forecasts; worst
global recession since the Great Depression
IMF- Global GDP growth forecast (in %)
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Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, June 2020. . For India, fiscal year ended March is
considered, so 2020 = FY21 and 2021 = FY22. For other countries it is calendar year.

•

In its June 2020 outlook, the IMF further revised down global
growth forecasts from the April 2020 forecast. Global GDP
growth is now expected to contract by 4.9% in CY2020 (vs 3.0% earlier), but expected to recover to +5.4% in CY2021.

•

The contraction in global economy is to be led by advanced
economies. US economy is now expected to de-grow by 8.0%
in CY2020 (vs -6% earlier), and Euro Area to contract by
10.2% (vs -7.5% earlier).

•

Emerging markets are now expected to contract by 3% in
2020 (vs -1% earlier). China’s GDP growth for 2020 is now
projected at -0.8%, making it one of the least impacted
economies, as it opened up earlier from the lock-down.

•

Indian economy is now expected to contract by 4.5% in FY21
(vs growth of 1.9% projected earlier in April). However, the
economy is expected to recover to +6.0% growth in FY22
(mainly helped by lower base effect).

Global central bank balance sheets rising due to monetary stimulus & QE. Government debt & fiscal
stimulus to also rise significantly in 2020.
Global (G-4) Central Bank Balance Sheet Size (US$ in bln)

Source: Kotak Institutional Equities.

Yearly Change in Global Fiscal Deficit & Govt Debt (as % of Global GDP)

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, June 2020

•

Global major central bank balance sheets have expanded significantly YTD in 2020, due to massive monetary stimulus & QE (Quantitative Easing).

•

Also, governments around the world have been announcing large fiscal stimulus to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic. IMF projects overall global fiscal deficit to
rise to 13.9% of GDP in 2020 from 3.9% in 2019 (change of 10%). IMF projects India’s total fiscal deficit (central & state govt) to rise to 12.2% of GDP in FY21.

•

IMF projects global public/govt. debt (as % of GDP) to touch a record high of ~101% in 2020 (a change of 19% from a year ago).

•

However, borrowing costs are expected to remain low in advanced economies as per the IMF.
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As economies open up, US labour market improves and Global Manufacturing PMI also sees some
recovery from its record lows
US labour market has improved; 4.8 million jobs added in the month of
June (higher than expected). Unemployment rate fell to 11% in June vs
13.3% in May & 14.7% in April.

Global Manufacturing PMI recovers from record lows with economies
opening up globally, and manufacturing activity recovering (PMI below 50
means contraction)

Source: IHS Market, JP Morgan. PMI data ended June 2020
Source: CNBC.com
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Crude oil prices have recovered from their lows, with economic activity picking up and global
risk appetite improving
Crude Oil Price ($ / bbl)

•

Crude oil prices have recovered from their lows in April 2020, with economic activity picking up (as global economies open up) and with global risk appetite
improving.

•

WTI Crude (in US), which saw an unprecedented move in the month of April with price turning negative, witnessed a sharp recovery to close the month of
June near the $40 bbl mark. Brent crude also recovered from a record low of ~$16/bbl to close the month of June at around $41/bbl.

•

With the rise in crude prices, oil marketing companies have done multiple rounds of hike in domestic fuel prices (both diesel and petrol).
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Source: Bloomberg

Global markets have seen a healthy rally in the past quarter, helped by strong global liquidity.
India has been among the top performing markets over the past quarter.
•

Over the past quarter (ended June 2020)
 Global markets have seen a healthy rally from the
bottom in March 2020—helped by strong global
liquidity, and some partial recovery in high
frequency economic indicators.
 After one of the swiftest corrections earlier (Feb –
March 2020), this has also been one of the swiftest
recoveries.
 India has been among the top performing markets
over the past quarter.
 Some of the peer Asian markets have relatively
underperformed over the past quarter.

•
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Over the long term (10 years) Indian market has
outperformed relative to other peer Asian and
Emerging Markets.

Domestic Macro Overview
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High-Frequency Indicators see some gradual
recovery as the economy opens up, and
business activity partially resumes
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Auto sector starts to see some recovery
Auto sales (%YoY) of various companies see some recovery in June when compared to April & May, but YoY
growth still in negative territory

Wholesale Sales (in Units) of various Auto Companies
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Source: SIAM, Motilal Oswal

Unemployment rate falls sharply; PMI data and electricity consumption sees some recovery;
bank deposit & credit growth stable/recovering
Bank deposit growth picks-up, while credit growth stabilizes

Electricity Consumption (in Bln units) has improved
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Source: BOB Economics, IHS Markit, Standard Chartered, Kotak Insti, CMIE

-Services & Manufacturing PMI sees some recovery
from record lows (PMI less than 50 means contraction)

CMIE India unemployment rate drops sharply from high of 27%
to near pre-pandemic levels

Fuel consumption, workplace mobility and railway freight traffic recovers; steel production sees
some minor improvement
Fuel consumption recovers, but still in contraction (% YoY)

Steel production see some minor improvement
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Source: Jefferies

Workplace mobility improving in India, but still below some
other countries

Railway freight traffic has improved

GDP growth for Q4 FY20 continued to slow down, but was ahead of expectations
India GDP Growth trend (%, YoY)
•

Q4 FY20 GDP slowed down to 3.1%YoY from
4.1%YoY in the previous quarter, but came in slightly
higher than expectations.
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Source: CSO, MOSPI, Phillip Capital

Slowdown was led by Investments (Gross Fixed
Capital Formation), which has ~30% weight in
GDP.
Private consumption (~55% weight of GDP)
growth also slowed down considerably to 2.7%
from 6.6% in the previous quarter.
Government expenditure supported and growth
remained at a healthy 13.6% during the quarter.

•

For full FY20, GDP growth came in it 4.2% vs 6.1% in
FY19.

•

The govt. and RBI have not given any official GDP
forecast for FY21 yet, but RBI mentioned that GDP is
expected to contract in FY21.

•

Various other agencies forecast GDP contraction of 46% for India in FY21, followed by a healthy recovery in
FY22 (primarily helped by lower base effect).

Current account turns positive in Q4 FY20, and Balance of Payments (BOP) in healthy surplus
India Current Account & Balance of Payment Trend

Source: RBI, Phillip Capital

•

India’s current account turned positive (surplus) @ 0.1% of GDP in Q4 FY20, with trade deficit moderating (on lower crude oil price prices) and invisibles
(services & transfers) increasing. For full FY20 current account deficit (CAD) moderated to 0.9% of GDP from 2.1% of GDP. In FY21 current account is could be
in surplus, if oil prices remains stable, and doesn’t rise too much from current levels.

•

Capital account was also in healthy surplus in Q4 FY20, helped by strong FDI investment, External commercial borrowings; even though we saw large foreign
portfolio outflows during the quarter.

•

Therefore, Balance of Payments (BOP) was in healthy surplus in Q4 FY20. For full FY20 BOP surplus increased to $59.5 bln from a deficit of $3.3 bln in FY19.
BOP is expected to continue in healthy surplus in FY21.
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Govt has announced large economic stimulus package of Rs 21 trillion (10.5% of GDP), but fiscal
impact is limited. India’s fiscal stimulus is one of the lowest among major economies till now.
India Economic Stimulus Package & Fiscal Impact

•

To deal with Covid-19 pandemic, the govt has announced a
large economic stimulus package of Rs 21 trillion (~10.5% of
GDP) in five tranches. The package included the following:


COVID-19 support packages of major world economies * (% of GDP)
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Source: Ministry of Finance, Jefferies, Motilal Oswal.
*Data as of May 2020 end

Loan and credit guarantees to MSME sector and partially
to NBFCs, assistance/aid to migrant labourers, reforms and
aid to agriculture sector & farmers, and also included
earlier fiscal measures announced by the govt., and earlier
monetary and liquidity measures by the RBI

•

The fiscal impact of the package (actual govt. spending) is
limited at ~1% of GDP. India’s fiscal stimulus till now has
been one of the lowest among major world economies.

•

During lock-down (with demand/supply being suppressed) a
large fiscal stimulus may not be helpful.

•

But with the lockdown being relaxed and the economy
gradually opening up, there is need for greater fiscal stimulus
from the govt. going forward.

•

We expect more gradual fiscal stimulus from the govt,
although fiscal space is quite limited due to sharp fall in govt
revenues—due to the economic slowdown/ lock-down.

Global currencies rallied during the quarter, due to return of global risk appetite & strong foreign
flows. India was a relative underperformer during the quarter, but currency was stable.
•

Global currencies rallied during the quarter (ended June 2020) due to return of
global risk appetite and strong foreign flows. Indonesian Rupiah, Australian Dollar
and Russian Ruble were among the top performing currencies (vs USD).

•

The rupee was a relative underperformer during the quarter, but remained relatively
stable. Emerging market (EM) currencies like Brazilian Real, Turkish Lira and Pakistan
rupee were under pressure during the quarter.

•

The rupee has also fared relatively better than a number of peer EM currencies over
the long term (5 years).

•

India’s forex reserves touched a record high by breaching the $500 billion mark.

India Forex Reserves Trend ($ in billion)
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Source: CLSA

Domestic Market Overview
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Domestically, broader markets (mid/small-caps) and sectors like auto, healthcare, oil& gas and
metals outperformed over the past quarter

•

Over the past quarter (ended June 2020)
 Domestic markets registered a healthy rally due to strong
FII inflows, and partial recovery in economic activity (with
the lock-down being relaxed)
 Broader markets (mid/small-caps) outperformed their
large-cap counterparts.
 Sectors like auto, healthcare, oil & gas and metals
outperformed during the quarter (past 3 months).
 Sectors like consumer durables, PSU, FMCG and banks
underperformed during the quarter.
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With the recent market rally and downgrade in earnings growth for FY21, market valuations have
recovered
Nifty Forward P/E Ratio back to near pre-pandemic levels

Nifty Forward P/B ratio has also recovered, but still away from
earlier highs & long term average

Bond yield vs Equity Earnings yield Indicator shows that gap has substantially reduced from
March 2020 lows, implying that equities are not as attractive (relative to bonds), as before
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Source: Bloomberg, Jefferies

Past market downturns have shown that there is a possibility of second or third wave of correction,
and that cannot be ruled out—esp. if the Covid-19 outbreak in India continues to escalate.
Nifty Index Corrections & Rallies during the Global Financial Crisis of 2008-09

•
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We have witnessed three to four waves of corrections (followed by rallies) in other major market downturns as well -- like 2000 dot-com
crash, 2011 European debt crisis etc.
Source: Jefferies. Past performance is not an indicator of future returns

FPI equity outflows picked up strongly in the months of May – June 2020; DII equity flows (esp. net
purchases by MFs) slowed down

•

After seeing a record high net equity outflow from Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) in the month of March 2020 (amidst the market
correction), we have seen FPI equity flows recover strongly, esp. in May-June 2020. This has been helped by strong global liquidity
and some return of global risk appetite.

•

However, DII equity flows (especially net purchases by mutual funds) slowed down.
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Debt Markets
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RBI has done large monetary stimulus; bond yields have softened (but more at the shorter end)
10 year G-Sec yield versus Repo Rate (%)

•

The 10 year bond yield has softened this year with RBI cutting rates, liquidity in
surplus, benign inflation & growth outlook, and rupee being largely stable. Yields
have softened more at the shorter end of the yield curve. RBI announced another
“Operation Twist” recently, to try and soften the longer-end of the yield curve.

•

Concerns of higher govt borrowing, fiscal slippage, FPI outflows, & possibility of
India sovereign outlook downgrade capped fall in yields (esp. at the longer end).

•

Liquidity in the system has reduced a bit, but still in healthy surplus. Govt.
borrowing for FY21 was increased from Rs. 7.8 trln to Rs. 12 trln.

•

RBI announced another mid-meeting rate cut and other regulatory measures on
May 22, 2020, as follows:
• Reduced policy repo rate by 40 bps to 4.4% and reverse repo rate by 90 bps to 4%.

Net Liquidity in the system (Rs trln)

RBI has cumulatively cut policy repo rate by 250 bps.
• Extended the moratorium on term loans by another 3 months (upto Aug 2020 end).
• Increased bank’s group exposure limit from 25% to 30% to facilitate easier
financing of corporates.
• Extended special credit line to EXIM bank (for financing of importers/exporters) and
to SIDBI (for financing of SMEs).
• RBI mentioned that GDP is expected to contract in FY21 (but didn’t give any official
forecast). It also said that headline inflation is expected to fall below 4% in H2 FY21
• RBI indicated that there is space for more monetary action if inflation remains within
the projected trajectory.
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Source: Bloomberg, IIFL

Corporate bond spreads have come down (especially at the shorter end) – implying some
reduction in risk-aversion in corporate bonds. Short term yields have fallen more.
Spread between AAA corporate bonds & similar maturity G-Secs

Source: CMIE, NSE Market Pulse, June 2020
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Spread between 10 yr yield & 91-day T-Bill has risen
significantly—indicating that short term rates have fallen more

Source: Bloomberg, BOB Economics

Market Outlook & Re-cap
We have seen some partial
recovery in high-frequency
economic indicators
Markets seem to be ignoring a
possible recession in FY21

Market valuations have
recovered from their lows
Investment Strategy
Debt Markets & Strategy

Factors to watch out for
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• With the lock-down being relaxed and economy opening up, we have seen some partial
recovery in various high-frequency economic indicators.
• However, Covid-19 cases continue to escalate in India (now 3rd highest in the world), which is a
cause of concern. However, mortality rate remains controlled and recoveries improve.
• Markets have seen a strong rally from their March 2020 lows. They seem to be ignoring a
possible recession in FY21, and factoring in a quicker recovery.
• The market up-move has been helped by strong global and domestic liquidity, recovery in global
risk appetite, and some improvement in high-frequency indicators.
• Market valuations have recovered from their lows helped by the recent market rally and
earnings downgrade for FY21.
• Corporate earnings for Q4 FY20 were below expectations, and there have been sharp cuts in
earnings for FY21—due to the economic slowdown.
• We recommend investors to use an asset allocation approach to investing or stagger their equity
investments, at this juncture.
• RBI has indicated that there is space for more monetary action, if inflation remains within the
target trajectory, and if the situation demands.
• We prefer the medium term part of the G-Sec yield curve.
• The trajectory of COVID-19 cases in India & globally. If recovery in economic data continues to
improve. More fiscal stimulus or other measures to be announced by the Indian government.
Geo-political tensions, flows & risk appetite.
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